Interchangeable Designer Bails

Flair Bail
Looking for a bail that adds sparkle,
elegance and makes your pendant portable?
The Flair Bail is the perfect choice. The
hidden hinge allows you to remove the entire
pendant and wear it on a chain, pearls or
whatever you desire up to 1/4”. Attach your
creation to the concealed ring and you’re
ready to clip it on your necklace.
Create a custom color pallette using 14
crystals you glue-in. With over 40 colors of
CRYSTALLIZEDTM - Swarovksi Elements
you’re sure to find the perfect combination to
complement your design.
Available in two nickel-free plated finishes:
gold and rhodium.

Size: 20x14mm
Nickel-free plated
finishes:
• gold
• rhodium

5mm

Ideas to inspire...
side hinge open

Bail style:
Skill level:
Time approx:
Crystals to glue:

Opening allows you to clip on a chain or
omega up to 1/4”, or a group of seedbeads.
Especially elegant clipped between 12mm
pearls.

side hinge closed

Flair Bail
easy
10 min
14

Size: 20x14mm
Nickel-free plated finishes:
• gold
• rhodium
nickel

Crystals needed (foil, pointback):
QTY

SIZE

SHAPE

14

pp10

round

SWAROVSKI® STYLE #

1028

Tools needed:
• jewelers tweezers (see helpful hints below)
• 2-part all purpose epoxy, clear drying

Create a beautiful removable pendant.

How to:
• Mix glue per instructions. Apply small drop of glue to recessed bezel areas
(not on crystal).
• Set in crystal and adjust to make sure crystal is level.
Helpful hints:
• Instead of tweezers, use a toothpick with a tiny bit of museum putty or
natural bee’s wax rolled on the tip. It will stick to the crystal so you can
position it and releases easily.
• If you get glue on the crystals or clasp, dampen (squeeze out all excess) a
Q-tip in isopropyl alcohol to remove. This only works if the glue has not set.
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